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At last?a sophisticated wardrobe guide for men from a respected authority, Details magazine,
offering head-to-toe advice for choosing the right look, the right fit, and the right style for every
situation, from boardroom pitches to casual Saturday nights. Each month, Details magazine keeps
hundreds of thousands of men up-to-date on the most current trends and tips for looking sharp. Now
the editors of these award-winning pages give every man the wardrobe wisdom he needs in order to
reach both his professional and personal goals. Making sense out of the shifting protocols in
menswear, Details Men?s Style Manual offers a sleek lifeline, including: ? How to dress an item up
or down ? Full-color illustrations of dozens of outfits, with complete explanations of what works and
why ? A piece-by-piece evaluation of everything from button-down shirts and every type of jacket to
shoes, suits, ties, and more ? Commentary from icons of contemporary male style ? How to choose
the best clothes for your shape A man?s wardrobe is one of his single most valuable assets,
conveying the image he presents to the world. Infusing style with eye-catching design, this
refreshing guide blows the dust off staid rulebooks and delivers a thoroughly contemporary,
individual look for each reader. Produced by the same team as the smash success The Lucky
Shopping Manual, Details Men?s Style Manual will be on the wish list of every man who?s ready for
a confident new sense of style.
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Given all of the positive reviews, I was quite disappointed upon receiving this book. First, be aware,
that this book is tiny. Most people don't look at the format of books before they purchase, and you

can't tell the books size from the image alone. Because of the small page size, every two pages in
this book has barely enough content for one page of a normal book. So, the 267 pages of this book
should be considered to be 134 real pages, maximum. Except for the fact that most pages have a
page that is just a single bland image opposite to that page (the images aren't very helpful due to
the book's small format), and therefore there is only writing on one page for every two pages, on
average. This, again, cuts the actual page length this time down to about 67 pages. But wait, it gets
worse. Too many pages that actually have writing on them only have 1-3 small paragraphs of 1-3
lines each (3 lines is rare) on the page. Whitespace on each of these bare pages is rampant.Now,
on to the actual content. If you don't understand that you shouldn't buy clothes that are too large or
too small for you, that you shouldn't wear sandles anywhere but the beach, that you shouldn't wear
torn jeans, that plaid pants are out, that you shouldn't wear a bunch of random patches on your
coat, and that you shouldn't wear your pants off of your hips, then this book may be for you. Pick it
up and learn how to look like a human being. However, if you want something that goes beyond
basic descriptions of clothing (from the book: "cotton sweaters are often overlooked, but they are
perfect for cool summer evenings") and want the level of knowledge detail that an actual men's
clothing stylist has, then look elsewhere.
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